Abstract-Levenshtein distance is well known for its use in comparing two strings for similarity. However, the set of considered edit operations used when comparing can be reduced in a number of situations. In such cases, the application of the generic Levenshtein distance can result in degraded detection and computational performance. Other metrics in the literature enable limiting the considered edit operations to a smaller subset. However, the possibility where a difference can only result from deleted bytes is not yet explored. To this end, we propose an insert-only variation of the Levenshtein distance to enable comparison of two strings for the case in which differences occur only because of missing bytes. The proposed distance metric is named slice distance and is formally presented and its computational complexity is discussed. We also provide a discussion of the potential security applications of the slice distance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of matching strings in the presence of errors has been around for decades. The general idea is to establish whether a given input pattern matches any text in a database or a dictionary by allowing a number of allowed errors in the matching. The notion behind matching with errors is the increasing probability of not finding exact matches in many areas. This kind of approximate matching has its applications in many diverse fields [1] . In medical science, comparison of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequences and protein samples for similarity is frequently performed. This is analogous to string matching as DNA can be seen as long chains of strings. In information theory, modification or corruption of messages sent over a transmission channel is possible. The receiver of such messages faces the task of recovering the original message from what is received. In the field of computer science, approximate string matching is used extensively in spell checkers and optical character recognition (OCR) systems. It also finds its applications in intrusion detection [2] .
Comparing strings for similarity is a core part of approximate string matching. Traditionally, edit distance is a commonly used tool to measure how similar two strings are to each other. The similarity is measured by how many operations are required to convert one string into the other. The considered operations can include insertions, deletions, transpositions, and substitutions of one or more characters in a string to transform it into the other string. There are several distance metrics to measure the edit distance between two given strings. Levenshtein distance [3] , named after its inventor, is the most commonly used edit distance metric today. The general purpose Levenshtein distance works for many cases and considers insertions, deletions, and substitutions when calculating the distance. However, in some cases, depending on the application, it might be beneficial to limit the allowed operations based on the knowledge of what kind of errors can occur. This limitation of possible operations can improve the detection and computational performance. A number of simplified metrics based on Levenshtein distance have therefore been proposed in the literature [1] , [4] - [6] .
In this work, we propose yet another metric based on the Levenshtein distance. The proposed slice distance metric deals with the special case when errors can only result from the loss of one or more character(s) or byte(s). This could happen bydesign or because of a lossy transmission channel. Nevertheless, the extra information about the error characteristics means that there is no need for operations such as substitutions, deletions, and transpositions. Deleted characters or bytes can only be corrected by insertions. The slice distance compares two strings by counting the number of inserts required in a string to match it with another string in a database or in a dictionary.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II summarizes some of the related work in the field of string matching and edit distances. Section III formally presents the slice distance algorithm and its variations along with a discussion on time complexity. Section IV details on the security related applications of the slice distance. Finally, Section V summarizes the presented work.
II. RELATED WORK
One early edit distance metric is the Levenshtein distance [3] , which is commonly used across different fields. The Levenshtein distance gives a measure of the minimal number of operations (insertions, deletions, and substitutions) necessary in order to match one string with another. In its basic form, the cost of each operation is 1 and the time complexity is O( 2 ) when both strings have the same size . This general purpose Levenshtein distance finds many applications in approximate string matching [1] . Damerau-Levenshtein distance [7] is an extension that adds transpositions to the set of allowed operations, and it has diverse applications in fields such as language processing (e.g., spell checkers) and computational biology.
There are also restricted distance metrics that only consider a smaller subset of the edit operations. One example is the Hamming distance [4] , which is defined as the number of places for which two strings are different from each other. In other words, it considers the minimum number of substitution operations needed to go from one string to the other. The hamming distance or codes are used prevalently in areas where errors cause equal-length strings to differ (e.g., coding theory).
Longest common subsequence (LCS) [1] is yet another metric that considers insertions and deletions as the only two allowed operations. It finds the longest common subsequence between the two strings to be matched. The length of the identified common substrings is then used to calculate a similarity metric.
With regards to distance metrics that limits the set of operations to inserts only, this has been proposed in the context of episode matching by Das et al. [8] . However, for the episode matching problem, inserts are considered for the pattern to match some observed text substring, whereas the proposed slice distance considers inserts in a text substring to match a pattern.
Petrovic and Golic [6] considered constrained edit distance calculations. They showed that by fixing the number of allowed substitutions and deletions to zero, an insertonly variant of the Levenshtein distance could be realized. However, a disadvantage of that scheme is that it can be more computationally expensive, i.e., O(
2 ) of the Levenshtein distance.
III. FORMAL AND ALGORITHMIC DESCRIPTIONS
In this section, we formally define four variations of the slice distance and discuss implementation and complexity aspects. We use the following definitions in the rest of the section. A substring of a string can be composed by any number of adjacent characters from string . A subsequence of a string is any string obtainable by removing zero or more characters from . In the following, we consider the case of a pattern P, being a string with length = | |. Further, we have a text T, being a string with length = | |. The task is to determine the minimum number of inserts necessary to transform a substring of to , subject to various constraints. This is different from the episode distance [8] where the task is to determine the minimum number of inserts necessary to transform to a substring of . We note that the asymmetric nature of the slice distance makes it a quasimetric from a mathematical point of view.
A. Prefix Slice Distance
The initial distance metric has a prefix constraint on text . What is of interest here is thus to determine the extent to which a prefix substring of , with : 1 , ..., , ≤ , is a subsequence of .
Let be the proposed prefix slice distance. The problem is thus: given two strings, pattern and text , determine the minimum number of inserts that are needed to transform a prefix of to . An inequality bounding the values of can be expressed as:
1) Properties:
From the above, we can see that the following properties hold for the proposed prefix slice distance.
• Regardless of , only characters 1 ... in needs to be evaluated due to the prefix constraint.
• The lower bound on the distance is at least the difference in length of the pattern string and the considered prefix, i.e., ( , ) ≥ − | |. • In the worst-case, when none of the pattern characters match the pattern ( ), the distance could at most be equal to the length of pattern ( ) i.e., ( , ) ≤ .
• The distance will be zero only when a prefix of fully matches the pattern .
2) Algorithm:
The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The output of the algorithm is the minimum number of insertions necessary to transform a prefix of into . After execution, equals ( , ), and + ℎ equals the pattern size .
Algorithm 1 Prefix slice distance algorithm.
Input: text, pattern 
3) Examples:
Consider an example where = "matchme" with length = 7 and = "mate" with length = 4. In this case, the outcome of ( , ) will be 3. Three characters "chm" can be inserted in to match it to . For this case, the distance is the difference in the length of two strings, i.e., ( , ) = 3 = − . Now consider another example with the same but with = "malchme". In this instance, ( , ) = 5. This can be contrasted to the example = "athmeablag" which visually appears less similar to the pattern "matchme" but has a lower distance at ( , ) = 2.
4) Algorithmic Complexity:
Time complexity is a way of describing how many operations an algorithm takes to perform its function. For Algorithm 1, it can be seen that in general, the pattern length is the bound on time complexity. Let us now use the examples from above to further explain the time complexity. We use the Big-O notation for the description of time complexity. First we consider the identical strings scenario, where the two strings that are to be matched are exactly the same. Assume that = "matchme" and = "matchme". Here = = 7 and the distance ( , ) between them will be 0. Table I shows the time complexity for each line of the code outlined in Algorithm 1 when it runs for the given strings T and P. If we count the number of times each line in the code gets executed, we get (3 + 5) or ( + ) if we generalize. Since, in the Big-O notation, constant can be ignored, it becomes (3 ). We can also factor out constants to arrive at a complexity of ( ). This shows that, for this case, the algorithm's time consumption is directly proportional to length of pattern string that is being matched. 
n-a n-a 11 ( ) zero 12 ( ) zero 13
(1) zero 14 to 15 n-a n-a
In the non-matching strings scenario, the two strings do not match each other at the prefix for any character. Assume the same = "matchme" as before and a T = "nolchme". Here = = 7 and the distance ( , ) between them will be 7. Table I again shows the time complexity for each line of the code outlined in Algorithm 1. If we count the number of times each line in the code gets executed, we get (3 +5) or ( + ) if we generalize. Again, constant can be ignored and as the cost of an algorithm is represented by its most costly operation and the fastest growing term is , then ( ) is the worst case time complexity. This shows that, regardless of input, the algorithm's time performance is directly proportional to length of pattern string that is being matched.
B. General Slice Distance
Now we consider the case in which the constraint that the slice distance should be computed on a prefix of the text is removed. Formally, the problem similarly has a pattern string , with length = | |, and text with length = | |. Instead of working on the prefix , the problem now is to find a substring in such that : ... + , ≤ , has a subsequence of , and there is no substring that has a lower ( , ).
Let be the proposed function. The problem is thus: given two strings, pattern P and text T, determine the minimum number of inserts that are needed to transform any subsequence of T to P. The inequality governing can be expressed as:
1) Properties: From the above, the following properties can be derived:
• Only when > is the lower bound on the distance nonzero. In that case the bound is − ≤ ( , ).
• In the worst-case, when none of the pattern characters match the pattern , the distance could be at most equal to the length of pattern i.e., ( , ) ≤ .
• The distance will be zero only when contains a substring that fully matches the pattern .
2) Algorithm:
The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 General slice distance algorithm.
Input: text, pattern 1: 
3) Examples:
Again consider an example where = "matchme" with length = 7. As the general slice distance does not have the prefix constraint, for ="randomtext123matcxyz" the ( , ) = 3 while the prefix variant would find no match, thus giving ( , ) = 7 = . Another example is = "malchme" with length = 7. For this case, the less constrained general slice distance ( , ) = 3, while the prefix variant was ( , ) = 5.
4) Algorithmic Complexity:
The complexity of the general slice distance can be evaluated by observing that it contains an inner loop that behaves similarly to the prefix distance calculation. If, as an initial step, the inner loop is assigned the same complexity of O( ), the outer loop can then be added. As is clear from line 4 the outer loop has complexity O( ), and thus the resulting complexity would now be O( ). At closer inspection it can however be noted that the inner loop now has a new escape statement in lines 10-12. When searches are performed over strings with larger and larger and/or , the minimum d value becomes increasingly likely to decrease more and more from its initial value of during the progress of each search. Furthermore, it seems reasonable that the speed of decrease in minimum d is also a function of the alphabet size . Consequently, the average complexity would be lower than O( ), and can be expressed as O (  / ( , , ) , where a detailed determination of f() is not considered in this paper.
C. Multi-pattern General Slice Distance
The previous subsection computed the minimal general slice distance between a text and a single pattern . This can be extended to instead compute the minimal general slice distance between the text and a set of patterns,
} with set size . There is also the pattern lengths set = { 1 , ..., }. Let be the proposed function. The problem is thus: given one string with text , and a set of patterns , determine a pattern and the number of minimum inserts that are needed to transform a subsequence of to such that no pattern exists that has a lower number of minimum inserts. The inequality governing can be expressed as:
1) Properties:
Since there now exists a set of patterns, the distance calculations create a set of pairs : ( , ). The multi-pattern nature extends the properties of the general slice distance in the following way.
• The distance value of a particular pattern lies within 0 ≤ ( , ) ≤ .
• The distance values of the patterns in set are bounded by 0 ≤ ( , ) ≤ max( ).
• The minimal distance value for a set of patterns is in the range 0 ≤ ( , ) ≤ min ( ) .
• Among the set of pattern-distance value pairs, one or more entries will have a distance value equal to the minimal observed distance. Given that there now can exist multiple patterns that all have the same minimal distance value, and that patterns can vary considerably in size, some mechanism to characterize the different pattern-distance pairs can be useful. As an initial approach we consider calculating a coverage value for each : ( , ) pair such that = ( − ( , ))/ . Depending on the application, , may be useful as further information when multiple patterns have the same minimal distance ( , ).
2) Examples:
Consider an example where = {" ", " "} and ="abcpinpoindmex" which will give = 1 and 1 = 0.83 for "findme". Another example is =" "xxpinoinmexx". In this case, = 2 and thus the algorithm allows either strings to be returned as they both have ( , ) = 2. As this example illustrates, multi-pattern matching will for many applications benefit from considering not just the distance metric but also additional metrics such as pattern coverage as they differ, here with 1 = 0.67 and 2 = 0.8.
3) Algorithmic Aspects:
The general slice distance algorithm can be wrapped by a loop over all patterns, resulting in a complexity of O( / ( , , )). Such complexity may be prohibitive for many practical applications. Exact multi-pattern search (i.e. without allowing any insertions) can be naively implemented in O( ), and speed up considerably by using algorithms such as the Aho-Corasick [9] algorithm. However, extending such an algorithm to allow insertions has, as far as we know, not been achieved.
D. Multi-pattern General Fix-constrained Slice Distance
While the three previous distance metrics have been discussed in order of increasing generality, we now instead introduce a restriction in relation to the previous metric. The fix-constraint signifies that the insertions can only take place either at the start or at the end of a substring of . This can equivalently be stated as performing an exact match of a substring of to the longest suffix or prefix of any in . The fix-constraint thus allows us to cast the problem as an exact pattern suffix or prefix matching problem, rather than an approximate matching problem.
1) Examples:
Similarly consider an example where = {" ", " "} and =" "geryointmera". In this case, = 4 for both "findme" and "pinpointme". Also for this distance metric, coupling it with a coverage metric can be useful.
2) Algorithmic Aspects: As the problem now can be framed as an exact substring match (of all possible prefixes and suffixes of all patterns in ) to a text , existing efficient algorithms can be utilized. The Aho-Corasick [9] algorithm is suitable for this problem, and it has a complexity of O( + + ), where is the number of matches. The total number of patterns-derived substrings used in the algorithm can be up to ∑ =1 (2 − 1), although in practice it will likely be lower as a considerable number of short prefixes and suffixes with low coverage are expected not to be relevant in many application settings.
IV. SECURITY APPLICATIONS
In this section, we discuss security related applications of the slice distance. In general, all use-cases of the Levenshtein distance can benefit from the slice distance in situations in which the error can only result from missing information.
The distance metrics defined above can be useful in a variety of security-related contexts. We focus in particular on distributed intrusion detection systems (D-IDSs), which are an integral part of the efforts to secure networks. Typically, they have a database of known attack signatures that are compared with traffic flows to detect malicious activities. An abstract model of a D-IDS setting is shown in Figure 1 . In Fig. 1 : Abstract attack model. the figure, there are two separate IDSs and the traffic may flow along any or both of the two possible paths. Each of the IDSs performs its function by comparing the passing traffic with a known database of attacks using different string searching algorithms. Such a set-up has functioned in detecting intrusions over the years as the outcome of the matching is either a perfect match or no match. However, protocols such as Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [11] and CMT-SCTP [10] can create problems for such exact matchings in the D-IDSs [12] . Using MPTCP, an attacker has the possibility to manipulate which data are transferred over which path and thus distribute the application data. An IDS on one of those paths may thus only have access to partial traffic where the attacker has fragmented the data containing the signature. Recent work [13] addressed the issue by holding joint state and exchanging frequent update messages. We consider the problem in its most general formulation, without any assumptions on timely inter-IDS communication.
The problem is thus for the IDS to decide whether a string (possibly with missing characters) in the traffic fragment matches a signature string in its database. The general Levenshtein distance is not the most appropriate in this case as it does not take into consideration the fact that the string matching distance should in this case not allow for deletions, substitutions, and transpositions, but only insertions. From the point of view of an IDS inspecting incoming traffic, the splitting of traffic to several paths cannot give rise to insertions or substitutions of the in-message data that should be matched at the inspecting path. Hence, to counter the character(s) or byte(s) transferred on another path, insertions are necessary.
The proposed metrics can be used by D-IDSs in comparing input strings to the pattern strings in their databases and performing signature matching. Depending on the assumptions made regarding the attackers ability to manipulate the data transfer, and the availability of sequence number meta-data for the traffic, different slice distance variants are appropriate for matching. In general, it can be observed that if M is the length of a pattern string in the database and L is the number of paths among which a message can be distributed then for the IDS that sees the most of the message, at least ⌈ / ⌉ bytes will match if a message containing the string in database has indeed been transferred across the paths. This is true regardless of how the traffic is distributed across the paths. This minimum detect length of bytes will be present at least at one IDS regardless of whether the input string is split into L continuous blocks or every Lth byte of the string is sent across each path.
The maximum allowable slice distance for a match will be -⌈ / ⌉. This minimum bound on observed traffic can be used by the D-IDSs to overcome the difficulty of detecting intrusions when matching fragmented traffic. However, this comes at the cost of increased false positives, which is an issue we aim to explore in our future work.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The well known Levenshtein distance [3] is commonly used in many string matching applications today. For performance optimization in various problem domains, a number of variations to the general Levenshtein distance have been suggested [1] , [4] - [6] . However, a restricted distance metric that only considers insert operations is missing. To this end, we proposed slice distance as a variation of the Levenshtein distance to compare strings and correct errors resulting from missing bytes. Four variations of the slice distance are presented. We also provided a discussion on the algorithmic aspects of these metrics and considered a particular application for the slice distance in the form of string matching in IDSs. The code of the prefix slice distance is freely available 1 .
